
GLOBAL HOCKEY: RE-BRANDING

Global Hockey contacted me to build awareness and excitement for their
brand in the ultra competitive youth hockey development market.

A visual identity was established with the creation of a new logo that
portrayed the organization’s mission statement of fun and development.

Custom illustrations were used to help drive the brand’s message through
print, web and environmental graphics.

I partnered with AG Design and Red Lizard Media to ensure brand
consistency across print and web applications.

ILLUSTRATION

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS

PRIMARY MARK

SUMMER CAMP BROCHURE
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LOVELL HOCKEY: LOGO DEVELOPMENT

As Lovell’s Hockey School expanded their business, they wanted to re-create
their visual identity from an old school basic look to something contemporary,
powerful and cutting edge.

The end result was a mark that captured the textbook skating stride that
is the organization’s conerstone, and the power and grace that is the sport
of hockey.

The new mark is easily translated into all marketing channels including
merchandise.

PRIMARY MARK

LETTER MARK

SECONDARY MARK
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CRANSTON REDS: BRANDING A NEW HOCKEY TEAM

Rob Barletta, Owner and General Manager of the Cranston Reds Junior Hockey Team, contacted me
and said he needed a “mean looking rooster” to be the face of his team. He also communicated
that this brand had to pay homage to the old Rhode Island Reds minor pro hockey teams of
years past as well as being attractive to a new and young fan base.

The result was a strong and powerful visual identity that achieves both requirements.

This image reflects the philosophy of the organization who’s goal is to develop
well rounded and confident student athletes.

PRIMARY MARK

SECONDARY MARK

LETTER MARK

ALTERNATE JERSEY MARKS
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HEALTHY BY DESIGN: LOGO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Chef Adam Sacks needed a visual identity for his nutrition consulting business that would
convey a message of confidence, strength and elegance to his clients in the corporate,
restaurant and sports/health marketplace.

The use of earth tone colors and serif typeface sent the message of knowledge and
sophistication that Chef Sacks was looking for.

Sketches of the early stages of logo development are shown below.

LOGO DEVELOPMENT SKETCHES
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EVENT AND INSTITUTIONAL LOGOS: 
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